INTRODUCTION
disperse in response? Can they move routinely within a Today the United States Air Force possesses a capable theater to survive and fight? Or have they lost their war fighting machine because aeronautical visionaries of flexibility-through-dispersal by being tethered to the past such as Mitchell, Spaatz, and Eaker looked to vulnerable combat support bases? their tomorrows and shaped our todays. The Air Force, Unfortunately the system design approaches of the past lead to the conclusion that systems and associated no mst exte ts th n t t combat support structures cannot adequately sustain to stride into the 21sc century.
dispersed aerospace forces. The response to this predicaThis article discusses the compelling reasons of why, ment could very well determine viability of aerospace from a logistician's perspective, design engineers must forces now and into the future. make reliability and maintainability an integral part of the The US Air Force has recognized the problem and is system design process. These reasons include evolution of moving to meet the challenge. It has established a new vitechnology, geopolitical realities, and the previous failure sion; a vision which goes beyond the weapon system as beto include logistics realities into the design process. In ing solely an aerospace vehicle. The vision recognizes that response to these realities, the Air Force has instituted the the aerospace platform forms but one highly visible part of R&M 2000 initiative. This initiative has broad and far a system encompassing the people, materials, facilities, reaching implications in both the way the Air Force does and information which support the fighting platform. business in-house and, most importantly, what it as a There are, in particular, four trends in the Air Force that customer demands from industry. Industry has require rethinking of how to prepare for combat. demonstrated its capacity to respond to Air Force requirements and the ability to reach beyond minimum re-2. THE FOUR TRENDS quirements, when given incentive to do so. Several examples illustrate what industry has done and where it is
1. An increasingly more hostile environment threatens headed.
the operating bases in the trouble spots of the world.
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Modern combat aircraft depend heavily upon complex 3. AIR FORCE RESPONSE TO THE FOUR TRENDS support infrastructures of intermediate maintenance facilities and the highly trained maintenance specialists reThese trends suggest there is leverage to be gained in quired for facilities operation. These complex support in-combat capability through improvement in the reliability frastructures are at risk, not only during conflict but also and maintainability of systems. The Air Force has induring peacetime from terrorist activities. stituted a concerted thrust which demands the search for 2. Aerospace forces have always been able to exploit basic system changes that ensure the most reliable, mainthe characteristics of speed, range, and flexibility to a degree tainable systems possible for the defense dollar invested. far greater than any surface force. Today, flexibility of Within the United States Air Force, this commitment aerospace power has been constrained by increasing to demanding improvements in reliability and maintaindependence upon a complex support infrastructure coupled ability (R&M) demanded by will be its effect on system development and acquisition? the customer. The Air Force has noted and supports whole-R&M 2000 requires a fundamental change in the way the heartedly a most significant event occuring within industry. Air Force does business. In the past, the focus on R&M has There is a resurgence in the quality ethic. Corporations are been in the logistics community. Failures and the effort to recognizing that they need quality products to be fully com-correct them have a great effect on the logistician. They petitive in the world marketplace. As a corollary the determine the maintenance manning and training levels, permeation of the quality ethic throughout the fiber of in-and the expenditure for spare parts. However; if the dustry will elevate the technology and managerial base logistician is the only one interested in R&M, there will be which supports production of Air Force weapon systems. Further, technology advances such as Very High Speed In-no real improvement. tegatd ircit (HSC),copoitemaeral, an o From a broader perspective, R&M has an even greater puter integrated manufacturing will improve R&M. Finally, effect on the operator. One of the keystones of R&M 2000 corporations have begun management realignment to bring is to institutionalize the commitment to improve R&M. the design engineers, the logistic support engineers, anldthe The operations people, who run the gamut from the R&M engineers into one interactive body. Such realignment maintenance two striper to the communications operator must occur to insure that the design incorporates the to the missile launch teams, are stepping up tothe fact that realities of the operations environment. When viewed as a R&M has a direct bearing on the operational mission. whole, including the resurgence in the quality ethic, ad-After all, the operator is the one that needs the system to vances in technology, and management realignment, a perform the mission. If the system is shut down, the synergy results which will generate quantum leaps in R&M. operator cannot get the job done. The above were minimum requirements. Air Force acsystem is no easier to maintain than its design allows. The quisition strategy centered on letting industry determine its optimum reliability and maintainability must be designed own upper design limitations. Modeling on commercial into the product right from the start -whether an in-practices, a competitive bid was used to procure a standard tegrated circuit, an inertial navigation system, or an air-form, fit, function ring laser gyro inerital navigation unit craft system.
(INU). Competition was based on life cycle cost, which Management commitment to, and focus on, system gave bidders the incentive to exceed the 1300 hour MTBF reliability and maintainability attributes during system requirement. design will provide unprecedented levels of system effecEven with the 2-level maintenance requirement, intiveness. The Air Force sent an irreversible signal to in-dustry showed its true mettle for design innovation. The (ATF) . Now what does this attention-to-quality cost? The Other efforts, like the VHSIC 1750a computer, will following quantifies the cost implications. An in-house form the basis for a standard maintenance data bus. The study conducted by Texas Instruments [6] compared the Air Force will then be able to get consistent maintenance final cost to the original equipment manufacturer (OEM) data from avionics and to isolate failures to a faulty line of vendor supplied electronic parts at two levels of nonconreplaceable module; all without the use of off-line test formance: 100 parts per million (ppm) and 3500 ppm. equipment.
With an at the dock nonconformance of 3500 ppm, OEMs On a shorter term basis the integrated communication, incur an overhead consisting of 1000/o inspection and burnnavigation, identification-friend-foe, avionics system in, an 8-week parts inventory, 33 warranty calls, and a 7% (ICNIA) takes the capability of about 11 Line Replaceable rework rate. In comparison at 100 ppm the incoming inUnits (LRU) with a combined system MTBF of approximat-spection and burn-in was eliminated, inventory was just in ely 44 hours and delivers a modular avionics package in time, warranty calls were reduced to three, and the rework about three racks of equipment. The end result is a 50 per-rate dropped to 1 No. By requiring the parts vendor to supcent reduction in system volume and a mean time between ply quality parts to the receiving dock, the OEM's warrancritical failure of 10000 hours, which does away with all in-ty, rework, inventory, and inspection costs are slashed termediate test equipment requirements. Again there was an from $1.00 per part to $0.06 per part. This equates to an incremental increase in weapon system flexibility. incredible 94% reduction in the OEM's overhead part General J. L. Piotrowski [4] describes a policy that costs. This reduction eventually translates into more comavionic LRUs be procured with MTBFs on the order of 2000 bat capability for the dollar, less cost, and a better profit hours. This policy encompasses both future systems and margin for the corporation -a win-win situation. retrofits for existing systems. The Air Force has already Another example involves the Air Force Space Systems achieved this level of reliability on other avionic systems like Division, which analyzed the cost impact of quality parts. the new Weapons Navigation Computer on the F-ill and Their high quality class S parts for the inertial upper stage the B-52 Digital Scan Converter. The Air Force can and (IUS) cost $24 million versus $1.1 million if the IUS had must achieve a 2000 hour MTBF for all avionic systems. been built with lower quality class B parts. Sounds like the This 2000 hour MTBF requirement will not be easy for all Air Force spent too much. However, when tested, the class avionic systems; however, the Air Force desperately needs B parts had 60 times more failures than the class S parts. this kind of reliability in all avionics systems so that it can The net result of using higher quality class S parts versus the effectively increase combat capability, class B parts was a program savings of over $100 million, when considering class B rework costs of $20 000 per structure for the life of that weapon system. Again, the repair.
engineer does not design an aerospace vehicle. The So what does quality through R&M 2000 cost? The cost engineer designs a system; a system that includes all the of higher quality parts is normally amortized through lower people, materiel, and facilities necessary to employ an rework, inventory, warranty, and re-inspection costs. The aerospace vehicle. point is: attention to detail at the beginning of the life of the system will result in positive savings and, once again, sav-7.2 Material ings translate into increased force capability.
Material is another resource that is directly affected by weapon system reliability and maintainability. The Air
CUTTING THE TETHER
Force is investing about 4000 million dollars in spares each LOGISTICS IMPLICATIONS OF ENHANCED R&M year. This alone indicates the need for increased reliability.
The major aspects of the Air Force R&M thrust have Take an F-15 aircraft, for instance. It has some 75000 been explained. Now the rewards of this effort will be component parts. Approximately 300 major contractors are involved in its production, not to mention thousands of analyzed and discussed in terms of people, material, and vedr.Ams65ofthaicftsbinmdey facilities.
vendors. Almost 65 of the aircraft iS being made by someone other than the prime contractor. So, from a system perspective, the F-15 is an extremely complex 7.1 People aerospace platform. Yet, the F-15 is more reliable and easier to maintain than the older F-4. For example, the People are the most important part of any weapon F-15 was designed with five fewer flight control surfaces, system, and today's sophisticated weapon systems require 184 fewer fuel pumping connections, and about 300 fewer highly skilled people to operate and maintain them. Most lubrication points. In short, the F-15 requires about threeof these people are combat support personnel. In fact, cur-fourths the maintenance of the F-4 because of R&M imrent weapon systems require over 150000 active duty provements during design. maintenance people, or one out of every three enlisted Certainly, these facts speak well of the reliability and folk. Moreover, these maintenance personnel have been maintainability of the F-15 system. But, as indicated divided into 140 different specialties. This situation has led above, the Air Force has only just begun to make the imto an extraordinarily complex personnel structure that provements that can bring dramatic changes to the flexdetracts from combat by reducing flexibility.
ibility of this weapon system and future weapon systems. Furthermore, weapon systems today require a labor-For instance, the variety of spares required to support F-15 intensive distribution system to support them; a system Avionics Intermediate Support Yet, most of the Air Force is supported by surface through improvements in the avionics R&M, four squadmodes -land and sea -and most movement within a rons could be deployed with the same airlift now required theater is managed by the Army. In turn, the Army heavily to deploy three. The freed airlift could then be used to depends on its reservists and the host nation infrastruc-transport crucial war materials and enhance the overall tures: trucks, roads, ports, storage facilities, and the peo-combat capability. ple who operate them.
The message rings loud and true. The advances of Therefore, when the logistics pipeline is considered all technology must be coupled with smart engineering to cut the way from the sources of raw material to the factories the tether. The Air Force has clearly made its case with the and depot through the aerial and seaports to the forward Advanced Tactical Fighter. Reliability and maintainability operating locations, the enormity of the involvement of played a decisive role in the selection of Northrop and human resources can be appreciated. Millions of people Lockheed as the two competing finalists. Using the F-15 as are needed to sustain current Air Force weapon systems a baseline, the ATF must: use less than one-half the with fuel, munitions, subsistence, and spare parts. This is maintenance manhours per flying hour, incorporate an further testimony to the increasing visibility of the tether MTBF of two times the mean time between maintenance tying aerospace power to the support structure.
actions, use less than one-half the airlift currently required Consequently, if, during the acquisition process, the for an F-i5 squadron deployment, and take less than oneengineer minimizes supportability requirements by design-half the time to turn the aircraft in combat. Or, as stated ing in desired R&M attributes, the perturbations -the succinctly by Gen Piotrowski, "The ATF is the flagship of shock wave -will be felt throughout the combat support our two times reliability, one-half maintenance policy."~ I detailed above the magnitude of people and material and will reverse the "fortress Bitburg" basing support resources necessary to support the logistics pipeline. In this mode. The Air Force has accepted the challenge of creating light, reductions in aircraft support implied by ATF re-aerospace forces that can operate in any environment with quirements have the potential for reaping enormous minimal combat support. benefits. The goal, moving into the 21st century, should be But armed with a new optimism, born out of the vitoneliminats e intermediate minto thenan centshop shouPeriot sion that is R&M 2000, the deficiencies of the past are being corrected. The increased emphasis on R&M during The airplane will become the intermediate test station. On-system design will produce vehicles that break less often, ly then will aircraft acquire the flexibility and mobility are less susceptible to combat damage, require fewer supneeded on the future battlefield. port personnel and equipment, and need only minimum servicing and reconfiguring for the next mission. By ag-7.3 Facilities gressively and smartly attacking the problem, our Air Force of the future will reverse Sir Winston Churchill's
With reductions in support people and equipment observation: "Strange as it may seem, the Air Force, exlocated in the combat theater, a commensurate reduction cept in the air, is the least mobile of all services." in the noncombatant support facilities will certainly follow. Facilities, which include buildings, utilities, and
